CAR SELECTION CHECK-LIST

TEST DRIVE
Have you test driven the car? □
Has the test drive lasted at least two hours? □

THE SEAT
Does the driver’s seat have independent tilt adjustment? □
Does the driver’s seat have independent height adjustment? □
Are the seat adjustment controls easy to use? □
When you have adjusted your seat, are you able to reach the pedals without stretching? □
Does the back rest reach your shoulders? □
Does the back rest provide support along the length of your back? □
Is your lumbar curve supported without any points of pressure or gaps? □
Do you have enough leg and head room? □
Does the seat length put pressure on the back of your knees or calves? □
Is the head restraint positioned close to your head? □
Is the head restraint height near the top of your head? □
Are you able to get in and out of the car easily? □

THE STEERING WHEEL
Is the steering wheel centrally located? □
Does the steering wheel have the following adjustment features:
In/out? □
Up/down? □
Tilt? □
Do you have full view of the display panel? □

THE PEDALS
Are the pedals centrally positioned? □
Is there a left foot rest? □
Is there plenty of room for you to rest your left foot? □

THE TRUNK
Does the car have adequate trunk space for you to store equipment or other items? □
Does the trunk have handles to facilitate closing? □
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